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Aim: This work aims to show the relationship of periodontal disease
with emotional and mental factors, with stress, personality and behavior
and how these factors interfere in the body 's response to this disease.
Methodology: It used the main databases: PUBMED, ScIELO, Google
Scholar, Researchgate, with the following descriptors: Periodontal
Disease, Dental Stress Analysis, Psiconeuroimunology, Emotion.
Results: It was verified that emotional stress, personality, behavior and
depression made possible a decrease in the production of
immunoglobulin-A (IgA), alteration in the synthesis of cortisol and
other glucocorticoids, which would make the individual more
susceptible to a tissue destruction by substrates of bacterial order, and
impaired immune system. Conclusion: Emotional and mental
disorders, personality, behavior and depression are risk factors for the
progression and installation of periodontal disease; since, once there are
alterations in hormone synthesis, vascular alteration, bone metabolism
with local factors associated with disease, the individual will be
predisposed to it.
Copy Right, IJAR, 2018,. All rights reserved.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………....
Introduction:Periodontal disease increasingly plagues the world's population. Emotional and mental disorders, alterations of
genetic orders interconnected with secretions of hormones and neurotransmitters can provoke a physiological
imbalance or in the homeostasis of the individual. Currently, studies indicate that stress, depression, behavior and
personality of the individual and the negative effects of life have influence in periodontal disease by altering
functions of the immune system response1.
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Psychoneuroimmunology is a scientific field that studies the relation of the immune systems interconnected to the
nervous system, to the behavior and the personality, and of how these alterations affect the illnesses and the health
of the individual. That is, the functionality of immunocompetence (both NK, macrophages, neutrophils, dendritic
cells and complement system) and acquired immune system (lymphocytes and antibodies) is reduced by
psychosocial stressors linked to emotional and mental state, intensity and frequency of stress, the quality of the
relationships and the personal interrelations and personality of the individual, being able to cause pathogenic
infections and lead to tissue destruction of the periodontium2.
The reactions of stress and behavior in the brain responses gain more and more space in the contemporaneity, since
the challenges and life events impacting on the health of the individual assume a position of interpretation by the
individual himself and how he creates strategies of stress modulation, reduced modulation of the immune response,
controlled by the Central Nervous System, the release of hormones, such as cortisol, and behavioral change 3.
“When habitual modes of resistance” are overcome by external and internal factors somatization occurs by the
individual, who in turn will have avenues of expression in the behavior, character, functionality of the organism by
inactivation of the immune system, being propitious to the appearance of physical illness 4.
There is evidence that introverted subjects are more likely to have periodontal disease and subjects with a tendency
toward discouragement, pessimistic style, those who repress or deny the emotions have a considerably less effective
immune response, individuals who are with high levels of cortisol in saliva tend to have impaired bone loss due to
inhibition of type 1 collagen synthesis by cortisol5.
This work of literature review aims to show the relationship of periodontal disease with emotional and mental,
behavioral, personality and stress factors and how these factors interfere in the body's response to the disease.

Methodology:It used the main databases PUBMED (www.pubmed.gov); ScIELO (www.scielo.org) , Google Scholar
(www.scholar.google.com.br) , ResearchGate (www.researchgate.net) no período de 1973 a 2018. with the
following descriptors: Periodontal Disease, Dental Stress Analysis, Psiconeuroimunology, Emotion. We selected 19
articles that fit into the inclusion criteria: Systematic reviews, literature review, clinical case, articles that address the
study variables (FLOWCHART.1 and GRAPH.1).
lowchart. 1:- Flowchart of the criterion of inclusion of articles.
Mesh Terms

Periodontal Diseases

Dental Stress Analysis

Psiconeuroimunology

Emotion

Articles researched in
databases

Articles excluded by
summary

85 Articles

Do not belong to the
dental area

Articles Included by
Abstract
19 Articles

Laboratory Studies

Articles included by
inclusion criteria

Books, Theses and
Dissertations
66 Articles

13 Articles

6 Complementary
Materials

Case Report

Systematic and
Literature Reviews
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Graph 1:- Cumulative Graph.

Results:It was verified that periodontal disease increased considerably in this contemporaneity due to elevation of life
expectancy, as well as emotional and mental disorders, alterations of genetic orders interconnected with secretions
of hormones and neurotransmitters, with stress, depression, behavior and (NK, macrophages, neutrophils, dendritic
cells and complement system) and acquired (lymphocytes and antibodies), altering the establishment and
progression of the disease periodontal6.
The human body is formed largely by collagen type 1 and the periodontal tissues are also part of this arrangement.
One of the important hormones that inhibit the synthesis of collagen type 1 is cortisol. People with chronic levels of
cortisol have a marked loss of periodontal tissues, facilitating the progression of periodontitis, either chronic or
aggressive, accentuating a depth of probing and loss of insertion between 5 mm and 7 mm, and bone loss verified
radiographically7.
Psychological disorders activate the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis and glucocorticoids are released into the
bloodstream, among them, cortisol, which inhibits the immune and inflammatory response, as well as relationships
with protein catabolism, increasing plasma glucose indices, which may lead to skeletal muscle weakness and
tiredness, which could lead the individual to neglect their oral hygiene and possibly to develop a chronic
periodontitis8.
Immunoglobulins play a role in the lubrication and maintenance of gingival fluid, acting as a barrier to the
installation and absorption of foreign bodies, among immunoglobulins secreted by the body, immunoglobulin-A
(IgA) has a higher rate of its synthesis, predominantly on mucosal surfaces oral, neutralizing pathogens and
preventing their penetration into the deeper tissues. Studies indicate that individuals with decreased levels of IgA
synthesis may develop or have an evolved condition of chronic or aggressive periodontitis 9.
As for the personality, individuals with personality traits such as anguish, frequent irritability, stress, especially in
the phases of resistance and exhaustion, rigidity, pessimism, non-sociability, intolerance are more likely to develop
some periodontal disease or its progression, since the immune system will be compromised and altered cortisol rates
in saliva tend to have marked bone loss due to cortisol inhibition and type 1 collagen synthesis, in addition to the
change in behavior that will lead to changes in oral hygiene10.
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Discussion:Mental disorders and emotional changes, stress, depression, behavior as well as personality possess states that are
often consciously perceived by the individual generating subjectively sensations that will be transmitted to the
body11. The individual being a psychic, organic and social unit, adentrante of the social environment subject to the
emergence of the ego, coming from the id in its original instance, having conscious and unconscious mediations. It
can be inferred that as physical functions are derived from the psychic, organic and social unit, such as emotions,
social interaction, behaviors, personality among other factors that would lead open without neuroendocrine and
immune system predisporary or individual to periodontal disease 12.
Stress is formed as stimuli that trigger responses to the brain from the Hypophysis-Hypothalamic-Adrenal axis and a
physiological response of the body, which can generate harmful consequences when the stress is chronic and
endures, when it is in the resistance and exhaustion phase13. When assessing the individual is a potentially dangerous
threat, there is release of glucocorticoids that would affect the individual's immunity, leaving the periodontal tissues
exposed to bacterial materials that alter local functions, with large amounts of substrates from macrophages and T
lymphocytes , favoring conjunctive and alveolar bone degradation14.
Depression is a disease that affects a large part of the world's population. It is estimated that 340 million people
worldwide are suffering from the disease, Brazil being the third most depressed country. The clinical pictures
presented by a depressive individual are: insomnia, lack of appetite, guilt, lack of energy and concentration, etc.
Depression increases salivary cortisol levels and shortens the inflammatory response for a short period of time,
being a direct influence on periodontal disease, independent of the hygienic habits of the individuals 15.
Behavior is a risk factor for the development of periodontal disease such as poor oral hygiene, consumption of drugs
such as alcohol, smoking and others. A recent study with adolescents pointed out that adolescents who consumed
alcohol had greater gingival bleeding and less calculus and periodontal pocket, however, sedentary adolescents
presented higher calculus and greater gingival bleeding and less periodontal pocket16.
Personality is the product of an individual's relationships through interactions with others and with himself,
determining the individual's personal and social uniqueness. The type C and D personality would be related to the
development and aggravation of periodontal disease, since they present reactions to stress, suppression of feelings
and social inhibition, influencing an immunological and behavioral response that would lead to the development of a
periodontal disease17. A group with 22 computer science that is divided into 11 that is responding to periodontal
treatment and 11 that does not respond to periodontal treatment, the group that did not respond to periodontal
treatment presented as more rigid with negative life events and past stressful situations, justifying that personality
may be a predisposing factor to periodontal disease. Through frustrations, conflicts and threats, and through body
physiology, the individual feels stressed. What was learned in new ways of diminishing and even reducing this
tension would lead to the formation of a personality to cope with life 18-19.

Conclusion:It can be concluded from this study that:Mental and emotional disorders are: stress, behavior and personality traits; depression has influence on the etiology
and progression of periodontal disease, since there are changes in the immune system that lead to a drop in
resistance, hormonal changes with cortisol that inhibit the synthesis of collagen type 1; affecting the periodontal,
humoral and behavioral ligaments with changes in oral hygiene. Although the field of psychoneuroimmunology has
a greater extension of research, more studies are needed, especially regarding the molecular, chemical and electrical
interactions between mental and emotional changes, personality, behavior and stress in the health of the human
being.
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